Tricentis NeoLoad
Performance testing
SAP and Tricentis have joined forces to bring you a modern, business-friendly approach to SAP application
testing. A key part of this solution is Tricentis NeoLoad. When new changes are introduced to an SAP
system, NeoLoad answers the critical question, “does it scale?” With NeoLoad, your teams can quickly detect
and mitigate performance bottlenecks anywhere in your on-prem, cloud, and mobile landscapes before they
put your user workloads or customer experiences at risk.

Ensure your apps perform wherever they run
No matter which applications your business runs on—or where your users run them—
NeoLoad ensures your apps perform reliably at scale. NeoLoad is faster and easier to
use than legacy performance testing tools and supports SAP and non-SAP applications
across on-prem, cloud, and mobile deployments, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAP GUI, Fiori, and other legacy and modern SAP UIs
SAP ECC, NetWeaver, S/4HANA, and other platforms
SAP Ariba, Hybris, and other cloud-native apps
Mobile UI5 apps
Citrix, Oracle, Salesforce, and other enterprise applications
Web testing, including all web protocols and RIA frameworks
APIs , components, and microservices

A modern solution for modern enterprises
NeoLoad is designed for the complexities of modern enterprises. It is purpose-built to be flexible and fast,
working with complementary testing solutions and toolchains to enable continuous performance testing.

Enterprise ready

Cloud ready

NeoLoad supports native testing of major
protocols, packaged apps, app-streaming, and
integrates across your technology stack.

NeoLoad supports all major cloud providers
(including AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform,
and others) and runs realistic, geographicallydistributed cloud-only and hybrid tests.

DevOps ready

Stack ready

NeoLoad easily integrates into automated
pipelines through as code testing, open REST
API, DevOps tool integrations, and a simple CLI.

NeoLoad can connect to any other tool or API to
share and consume test data and reports or
create actions based on SLOs and test results.

Part of an integrated SAP testing solution
A common test definition drives speed
and simplicity
SAP application testing solutions from Tricentis
integrate with each other to provide greater value.
A major benefit of this integration is that functional
test cases built and maintained in Tricentis Tosca
can be easily reused as performance tests in
NeoLoad.

Tricentis Tosca

This ensures your performance tests are always
up-to-date and always cover real-world user
scenarios, saving countless hours of performance
test planning and maintenance.

How it works
1. One click in Tosca sends functional test
cases to NeoLoad.
2. The tests are automatically converted
to performance tests.
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